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Abstract11

Allosteric molecules serve as regulators of cellular activity across all domains of life. We present a general12

theory of allosteric transcriptional regulation that permits quantitative predictions for how physiological13

responses are tuned to environmental stimuli. To test the model’s predictive power, we apply it to the14

specific case of the ubiquitous simple repression motif in bacteria. We measure the fold-change in gene15

expression at different inducer concentrations in a collection of strains that span a range of repressor16

copy numbers and operator binding strengths. After inferring the inducer dissociation constants using17

data from one of these strains, we show the broad reach of the model by predicting the induction profiles18

of all other strains. Finally, we derive an expression for the free energy of allosteric transcription factors19

which enables us to collapse the data from all of our experiments onto a single master curve, capturing20

the diverse phenomenology of the induction profiles.21
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Introduction22

The interaction of organisms with their environment is a central theme in biology. At the cellular23

level, this interaction is mediated by a diverse collection of molecular signaling pathways. One of the24

most pervasive mechanisms of cell signaling is allosteric regulation, in which the binding of a ligand25

induces a conformational change in some target molecule subsequently triggering a signaling cascade. An26

important example of such signaling is offered by transcriptional regulation, in which many transcription27

factors are known to alter their propensity to bind DNA depending upon whether or not they are bound28

to a ligand. Despite the overarching importance of this mode of signaling, our understanding of the29

relationship between extracellular inputs and gene expression outputs is severely limited due to the lack30

of a rigorous dialogue between predictive theories of the induction phenomenon and experiments [1]. To31

that end, we present a theory of allosteric transcriptional regulation and explore it in the context of the32

simple repression motif – a widespread bacterial genetic regulatory architecture in which binding of a33

transcription factor occludes binding of an RNA polymerase and initiation of transcription. A recent34

survey of the frequency of usage of different regulatory architectures within the E. coli genome revealed35

that more than 100 genes are characterized by the simple repression motif, making it a common and36

physiologically important architecture [2].37

Here we use a statistical mechanical rendering of allostery as the basis of parameter-free predictions and38

corresponding measurements of the induction phenomenon. Specifically, we model the allosteric response39

of transcriptional repressors using the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model, which stipulates that40

an allosteric protein fluctuates between two distinct conformations – an active and inactive state – in41

thermodynamic equilibrium [3]. In the context of an inducible repressor, ligand binding increases the42

probability that the repressor will be in the inactive state, weakening its ability to bind to the promoter43

and resulting in increased expression. The theory presented here provides considerable insight beyond44

that of simply fitting a sigmoidal curve to inducer titration data. We aim to explain and predict the fine45

details of an induction profile, such as the steepness of its response as well as the limits of minimum46

and maximum expression. By combining this MWC framework of induction with a thermodynamic47

model of transcriptional regulation, we create a general quantitative model of allosteric induction that is48

applicable to broad classes of transcription factors.49

To demonstrate the predictive power of this theory, we design a genetic circuit in which the binding50

probability of an allosteric repressor regulates gene expression. We first quantify the set of parameters51

associated with the induction of the repressor, namely, the binding affinity of the repressor to the inducer52

and the energy difference between the active and inactive repressor states. We then determine these53

parameters by fitting to measurements of the fold-change in gene expression as a function of inducer54

concentration for a circuit with known repressor copy number and repressor-operator binding energy.55

With these fitted allosteric parameters in hand, we make accurate, parameter-free predictions of the56

induction response for many other combinations of repressor copy number and binding energy. To this57

end, our genetic circuit uses components from the well-characterized lac system in E. coli.58

The agreement between theory and experiment allows us to demonstrate how important features such59

as a circuit’s leakiness and dynamic range can be understood using the MWC framework. While we show60

that a single model can successfully predict the behavior of circuits with a broad range of parameter61

values, a naive interpretation may suggest that each new set of control parameters gives rise to some62

significantly different input-output response. However, our model allows us to derive an expression for63

the free energy of the system, a nonlinear combination of physical parameters which dictates the system’s64

mean response. We demonstrate that all of our data sets collapse onto a single master curve in which65

this free energy acts as the independent variable. The power of this approach is that it calls attention to66

the free energy as the actual tuning parameter that controls the mean gene expression response, showing67

how different system responses may all be understood as embodiments of a single unified theory.68
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Results69

Characterizing Transcription Factor Induction using the Monod-Wyman-Changeux70

(MWC) Model71

We begin by considering the induction of a simple repression genetic architecture, in which the binding of a72

transcriptional repressor occludes the binding of RNA polymerase (RNAP) to the DNA. When an inducer73

binds to the repressor, it shifts the repressor’s allosteric equilibrium towards the inactive state as specified74

by the MWC model [3], causing the repressor to bind more weakly to the operator, thereby increasing75

gene expression. Simple repression motifs in the absence of inducer have been previously characterized76

by an equilibrium model where the probability of each state of repressor and RNAP promoter occupancy77

is dictated by the Boltzmann distribution [1, 3, 4, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9] (we note that non-equilibrium models of78

simple repression have been shown to have the same functional form that we derive below [12]). To79

extend these models to account for allosteric induction [1,3, 4, 12], we account for the equilibrium state80

of the repressor through the MWC model as follows.81

Consider a cell with copy number P of RNAP and R repressors. Our model assumes that the repressor82

can exist in two conformational states. RA repressors will be in the active state (the favored state when83

the repressor is not bound to an inducer; in this state the repressor binds tightly to the DNA) and the84

remaining RI repressors will be in the inactive state (the predominant state when repressor is bound to85

an inducer; in this state the repressor binds weakly to the DNA) such that RA +RI = R. Repressors86

fluctuate between these two conformations in thermodynamic equilibrium [13]. The key parameters of87

this model are listed in Table 1.88

Thermodynamic models of gene expression begin by enumerating all possible states of the promoter89

and their corresponding statistical weights. As shown in Fig. 1, the promoter can either be empty,90

occupied by RNAP, or occupied by either an active or inactive repressor. We assign the repressor a91

different DNA binding affinity in the active and inactive state. In addition to the specific binding sites92

at the promoter, we assume that there are NNS non-specific binding sites elsewhere (i.e. on parts of the93

genome outside the simple repression architecture) where RNAP or the repressor can bind. All specific94

binding energies are measured relative to the average non-specific binding energy. Thus, ∆εP represents95

the energy difference between the specific and non-specific binding for RNAP to the DNA. Likewise,96

∆εRA and ∆εRI represent the difference in specific and non-specific binding energies for repressor in the97

active or inactive state, respectively.98

STATE STATISTICAL WEIGHTDESCRIPTION

 empty promoter 1

RNA polymerase 
bound

P

NNS
e−β∆εP

active repressor 
bound

RA

NNS
e−β∆εRA

inactive repressor 
bound

RI

NNS
e−β∆εRI

Figure 1. States and weights for the simple repression motif. RNAP (light blue) and a
repressor compete for binding to the DNA. There are RA repressors in the active state (red) and RI
repressors in the inactive state (purple). The difference in energy between a repressor bound to the
operator and to another non-specific site on the DNA equals ∆εRA in the active state and ∆εRI in the
inactive state; the P RNAP have a corresponding energy difference ∆εP . NNS represents the number of
non-specific binding sites where RNAP and repressor can also bind.
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Thermodynamic models of transcription [7–9] posit that gene expression is proportional to the99

probability pbound that the RNAP is bound to its specific binding site, which is given by100

pbound =
P

NNS
e−β∆εP

1 + RA

NNS
e−β∆εRA + RI

NNS
e−β∆εRI + P

NNS
e−β∆εP

, (1)

with β = 1
kBT

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the system. Measuring101

pbound directly is fraught with experimental difficulties [16]. Instead, we measure the fold-change in gene102

expression due the presence of the repressor. We define fold-change as the ratio of gene expression in the103

presence of repressor relative to expression in the absence of repressor, namely,104

fold-change ≡ pbound(R > 0)

pbound(R = 0)
. (2)

We can simplify this expression using two well-justified approximations: (1) P
NNS

e−β∆εP � 1 implying105

that the RNAP binds weakly to the promoter (NNS = 4.6×106, P ≈ 103 [15] , ∆εP ≈ −2 to −5 kBT [16],106

so that P
NNS

e−β∆εP ≈ 10−5) and (2) RI

NNS
e−β∆εRI � 1 + RA

NNS
e−β∆εRA which reflects our assumption107

that the inactive repressor binds weakly to the DNA. Using these approximations, the fold-change reduces108

to the form109

fold-change ≈
(

1 +
RA
NNS

e−β∆εRA

)−1

≡
(

1 + pA(c)
R

NNS
e−β∆εRA

)−1

, (3)

where in the last step we have introduced the fraction pA(c) of repressors in the active state given110

a concentration c of inducer, which is defined as RA(c) = pA(c)R. Since inducer binding shifts the111

repressors from the active to the inactive state, pA(c) is a decreasing function of c [15].112

ACTIVE
STATE WEIGHT

(
c

KA

)2

c

KA

c

KA

1

INACTIVE
STATE WEIGHT

e−β∆εAI

(
c

KI

)2

e−β∆εAI
c

KI

e−β∆εAI
c

KI

e−β∆εAI

Figure 2. States and weights of an allosteric repressor with n = 2 inducer binding sites.
A repressor has an active conformation (red, left column) and inactive conformation (purple, right
column), with the energy difference between these two states given by ∆εAI . The inducer (blue circle) at
concentration c is capable of binding to the repressor with dissociation constants KA in the active state
and KI in the inactive state. The eight states for a dimer with n = 2 inducer binding sites are shown.

We compute the probability pA(c) that a repressor with n inducer binding sites will be active using113

the MWC model [3]. After first enumerating all possible configurations of a repressor bound to inducer114

(see Fig. 2), pA(c) is given by the sum of the weights of the active states divided by the sum of the115
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Table 1. Key model parameters for induction of an allosteric repressor.

Parameter Description

c Concentration of the inducer

KA,KI Dissociation constant between an inducer and the repressor in the active/inactive state

∆εAI The difference between the free energy of repressor in the inactive and active states

∆εP Binding energy between the RNAP and its specific binding site

∆εRA,∆εRI Binding energy between the operator and the active/inactive repressor

n Number of inducer binding sites per repressor

P Number of RNAP

RA, RI , R Number of active/inactive/total repressors

pA = RA
R

Probability that a repressor will be in the active state

pbound Probability that an RNAP is bound to the promoter of interest, assumed to be proportional to gene expression

fold-change Ratio of gene expression in the presence of repressor to that in the absence of repressor

F Free energy of the system

NNS The number of non-specific binding sites for the repressor in the genome

β = 1
kBT

The inverse product of the Boltzmann constant kB and the temperature T of the system

weights of all possible states, namely,116

pA(c) =

(
1 + c

KA

)n
(

1 + c
KA

)n
+ e−β∆εAI

(
1 + c

KI

)n , (4)

where KA and KI represent the dissociation constant between the inducer and repressor in the active and117

inactive states, respectively, and ∆εAI = εI − εA denotes the free energy difference between a repressor118

in the active and inactive state. The specific case of a repressor dimer with n = 2 inducer binding sites119

is shown in Fig. 2. This assumes that the repressor is comprised of two allosterically independent dimers120

(see Appendix A for an alternate analysis which assumes the repressor is an allosteric tetramer). A121

repressor which favors the active state in the absence of inducer (∆εAI > 0) will be driven towards the122

inactive state upon inducer binding when KI < KA. The case KA < KI represents a corepressor which123

binds to the repressor and stabilizes its active state.124

Substituting pA(c) from Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) yields the general formula for induction of a simple125

repression regulatory architecture, namely,126

fold-change =


1 +

(
1 + c

KA

)n
(

1 + c
KA

)n
+ e−β∆εAI

(
1 + c

KI

)n
R

NNS
e−β∆εRA



−1

. (5)

This key formula enables us to make precise quantitative statements about induction profiles. Once the127

MWC parameters (KA, KI , and ∆εAI) for the repressor and inducer have been determined, the response128

of the system is fully characterized and the input/output response under different conditions can be129

predicted. For example, this framework can predict the response of the system at different repressor130

copy numbers R, repressor-operator affinities ∆εRA, or inducer concentrations c. Motivated by the131

broad range of predictions implied by Eq. (5), we designed a series of experiments to tune the control132

parameters for a simple repression genetic circuit in living cells.133
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Experimental Design134

To exploit the expression for fold-change in Eq. (5) and make contact between theory and experiment, we135

used a set of simple repression E. coli constructs based on components of the lac system, which we have136

used in previous studies and were originally inspired by Oehler et al. [18]. We tune the parameters shown137

in Eq. (5), namely, the Lac repressor (LacI) copy number R and operator binding energy ∆εRA. Here138

the repressor copy number R refers to the number of repressor dimers in the cell, rather than tetramers139

as reported in [8]. Through modification of the lacI ribosomal binding site, we generated strains with140

mean repressor copy numbers of R = 22, 60, 124, 260, 1220, and 1740. Gene expression was measured141

using a Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) gene, driven by a lacUV5 promoter. Each repressor copy142

number variant was paired with the native O1, O2, or O3 LacI operator placed at the YFP transcription143

start site, thereby generating eighteen unique strains [18]. The repressor-operator binding energies (O1144

∆εRA = −15.3 kBT , O2 ∆εRA = −13.9 kBT , and O3 ∆εRA = −9.7 kBT ) were previously inferred by145

measuring the fold-change of the lac system at different repressor copy numbers [8].146

Each experimental strain thus uses a known repressor copy number R and binding energy ∆εRA. We147

measure fold-change over a range of known IPTG concentrations c, using n = 2 inducer binding sites148

per LacI dimer and approximating the number of nonspecific binding sites as the length in base-pairs149

of the E. coli genome, NNS = 4.6× 106. After accounting for each of these known parameter values,150

the fold-change in gene expression (Eq. (5)) has three unknown parameters: the free energy difference151

between the active and inactive states of the repressor (∆εAI) and the inducer dissociation constants for152

the repressor in the active state (KA) and inactive state (KI).153

Our experimental pipeline for determining fold-change using flow cytometry is shown in Fig. 3. Briefly,154

cells were grown to exponential phase under concentrations of the inducer IPTG ranging between 0 and155

5mM. We measure YFP fluorescence using flow cytometry and automatically gate the data to include156

only single-cell measurements (see Appendix B). The fold-change (Eq. (2)) is determined as the ratio of157

fluorescence in the presence and absence of repressor. In addition to using flow cytometry, we wanted to158

confirm that distinct methods for measuring gene expression yielded the same basic results and hence we159

undertook these same measurements for a subset of strains using single-cell microscopy (see Appendix160

C).161

Determination of the in vivo MWC Parameters162

The three parameters that we tune experimentally are shown in Fig. 4A, leaving the three allosteric163

parameters (∆εAI , KA, and KI) to be determined by fitting. Using previous lac repressor fold-change164

data, we infer that ∆εAI = 4.5 kBT (see Appendix D). Rather than fitting KA and KI to our entire data165

set of eighteen unique constructs, we performed Bayesian parameter estimation to data from a single166

strain with R = 260 and an O2 operator (∆εRA = −13.9 kBT [8]) shown in Fig. 4C (white circles). Using167

Markov Chain Monte Carlo, we determine the most likely parameter values as KA = 139+29
−22 × 10−6 M168

and KI = 0.53+0.04
−0.04 × 10−6 M, which are the modes and the superscript and subscript values represent169

the upper and lower bounds of the 95th percentile of the parameter value distributions. Using these170

parameters, we then predicted the fold-change and the associated credible region for the remaining171

seventeen strains with no further fitting. These predictions are plotted in Fig. 4 for the different operators.172

Comparison of Experimental Measurements with Theoretical Predictions173

We tested the predictions shown in Fig. 4 by measuring the fold-change induction profiles for a broad174

range of different repressor copy numbers, repressor binding energies, and inducer concentrations. The175

results, shown in Fig. 5, demonstrate very good agreement between theory and experiment across all176

of our strains. We note that the apparently systematic shifts in all of the O3 strains and all of the177

R = 1220 and R = 1740 strains may be partially due to imprecise previous measurements of their ∆εRA178

and R values (see Appendix E, where we perform a global fit to all parameters including the repressor179

copy number R and the binding energy ∆εRA, although a possible discrepancy in the steepness of the180

response for all O3 strains remains in spite of the global fit). We also repeated this experiment using the181
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x10-4

x10-5

x105

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH FLOW CYTOMETRY AUTOMATIC GATING

QUANTIFICATIONFOLD-CHANGE CALCULATION

[IPTG]

[IPTG]

Figure 3. An experimental pipeline for high-throughput fold-change measurements. Cells
are grown to exponential steady state and their fluorescence is measured using flow cytometry.
Automatic gating methods using forward and side scattering are used to ensure that all measurements
come from single cells (see Methods). Mean expression is then quantified at different IPTG
concentrations (top, blue histograms) and for a strain without repressor (bottom, green histograms),
which shows no response to IPTG as expected. Fold-change is computed by dividing the mean
fluorescence in the presence of repressor by the mean fluorescence in the absence of repressor.

synthetic Oid operator which exhibits stronger repression than the O1, O2, and O3 operators. We note182

that there is some subtlety regarding measurements of fold-change for systems that exhibit such high183

repression, but our theory is consistent to within 1 kBT to the binding energy previously reported (see184

Appendix F for more details).185

One of the remarkable features of the predicted curves in Fig. 4 is that strains vary significantly in186

their values of fold-change in the absence of inducer, which we define as the leakiness, and the difference187

between the maximum and the minimum fold-change, which we define as the dynamic range. The MWC188

framework captured in Eq. (5) makes it possible to see how different MWC parameters give rise to these189

distinct responses (see Appendix G). We begin by analyzing the minimum fold-change which is observed190

in the absence of ligand,191

fold-change(c = 0) =

(
1 +

1

1 + e−β∆εAI

R

NNS
e−β∆εRA

)−1

, (6)

and the maximum fold change which is observed in the presence of saturating ligand,192

fold-change(c→∞) =


1 +

1

1 + e−β∆εAI

(
KA

KI

)n
R

NNS
e−β∆εRA



−1

. (7)

Eq. (6) describes the fold-change in gene expression when the system is maximally repressed. The193

difference between the maximum fold-change in Eq. (7) and minimal fold-change represents the contrast194

between the system’s output in the presence and absence of ligand. In Appendix G, we discuss these195

properties in more detail, along with the midpoint and steepness of the response which are also critical196

physiological parameters that can be understood intuitively within the MWC framework.197
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RBS

REPRESSOR COPY NUMBER

INDUCER CONCENTRATION BINDING ENERGY

Figure 4. Predicting induction profiles for different biological control parameters. (A) We
can quantitatively tune R via ribosomal binding site (RBS) modifications, ∆εRA by mutating the
operator sequence, and c by adding different amounts of IPTG to the growth medium. (B-D) Predicted
IPTG titration curves for different repressor copy numbers and operator strengths. Titration data for
the O2 strain (white circles in C) with R = 260, ∆εRA = −13.9 kBT , n = 2, and ∆εAI = 4.5 kBT can
be used to determine the thermodynamic parameters KA = 139+29

−22 × 10−6 M and

KI = 0.53+0.04
−0.04 × 10−6 M (orange line). The remaining solid lines predict the fold-change (Eq. (5)) for

other repressor copy numbers. Error bars of experimental data show the standard error of the mean
(eight or more replicates) and shaded regions denote the 95% credible region. Where the credible region
is not visible, this indicates that the interval is in fact narrower than the line itself. To display the
measured fold-change in the absence of inducer, we alter the scaling of the x-axis between 0 and 10−7 M
to linear rather than logarithmic, as indicated by a dashed line.

To show how this model can be used to predict system behavior, we examine variations in system198

responses at the limits of c = 0 and c → ∞. At c = 0 for strains with the weak O3 operator199

(∆εRA = −9.7 kBT ), Eq. (6) can be approximated as fold-change ≈ (1 + 0.004R)
−1

, which predicts a200

broad range in leakiness values for the range of repressor copy numbers R we consider. For instance, a201

system with the O3 operator and R = 22 is predicted to have a leakiness value of ≈ 0.9, while increasing202

the repressor copy number to R = 1740 results in a leakiness value of ≈ 0.1. In contrast, for systems with203

the strong operator O1 (∆εRA = −15.3 kBT ), Eq. (6) reduces to fold-change ≈ (1 + 0.95R)
−1

, which204

predicts a much narrower range in leakiness given by ≈ 0.05 for R = 22 and ≈ 0.001 for R = 1740.205

We can similarly explore the fold-change at saturating inducer concentrations (c→∞). In this limit,206

nearly all of the repressors are bound to inducer and are thus inactivated. However, even when bound207

to inducer some fraction of the repressors will remain in the active state, and will thus be capable of208

repressing the genetic circuit. For the case of the weak operator O3, the saturation predicted by Eq. (7)209

is approximated by fold-change ≈
(
1 + 5× 10−6R

)−1
. Hence we predict a fold-change of ≈ 1 for both210

R = 22 and R = 1740, reflecting the extremely low probability of repressor binding when the number of211
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active repressors is very small and the operator binding energy is weak. In contrast, saturated systems212

with the strong O1 operator have fold-change ≈
(
1 + 10−3R

)−1
, which ranges from values of ≈ 0.98213

at R = 22 to ≈ 0.36 at R = 1740. This demonstrates that systems which incorporate strong operator214

binding energies may still experience considerable repression levels at high repressor copy numbers. In215

both the c = 0 and c → ∞ limits, the predictions discussed here are strongly supported by the data216

shown in Fig. 5.217

We define the 95% credible region as the interval that contains 95% of the probability density of218

the fold-change predictions given our inferred parameter probability distributions (see Methods). An219

interesting aspect of our predictions is the width of the credible regions increases with repressor copy220

number and inducer concentration but decreases with the repressor-operator binding energy. Note that221

the fold-change (Eq. (5)) depends on the product of R
NNS

e−β∆εRA with the MWC parameters KA, KI ,222

and ∆εAI . Therefore, strains with small repressor copy numbers as well as the O3 strains with weak223

binding energies will necessarily suppress variation in the MWC parameters (see Appendix H).224

Figure 5. Parameter-free fold-change predictions versus experimental measurements
using different operator binding energies and repressor copy numbers. The O2 strain with
R = 260 (white circles) is used to predict the IPTG titration data for all other combinations of operator
and repressor copy number. By changing the operator binding energy ∆εRA, we can predict the
titration curves for all (A) O1, (B) O2, and (C) O3 strains for a range of repressor copy numbers
spanning two orders of magnitude. Error bars of experimental data show the standard error of the mean
(eight or more replicates) and shaded regions denote the 95% credible region. Where the credible region
is not visible, this indicates that the interval is in fact narrower than the line itself. The dashed lines
ranging from 0 to 10−7 M IPTG indicates a linear scale, whereas solid lines represent a log scale.

We note that rather than using data from the strain with R = 260 repressors and an O2 operator,225

we could have used any of the strains to estimate KA and KI , and we consider all such possibilities in226

Appendix I. We also performed a global fit using the data from all eighteen strains for the following227

parameters: the LacI dissociation constants KA and KI , the repressor copy numbers R, and the228

repressor DNA binding energy ∆εRA (see Appendix E). These different approaches led to very similar229
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results, lending strong support for our quantitative understanding of induction in the simple repression230

architecture.231

Data Collapse of Induction Profiles232

An appealing aspect of our induction model is that it offers a unifying perspective with which to233

understand multiple seemingly different induction profiles. To demonstrate this, we rewrite Eq. (5) in234

the following form,235

fold-change =
1

1 + e−βF (c)
, (8)

where F (c) is the free energy of the system [12,19,20], which is given by236

F (c) = −kBT


log

(
1 + c

KA

)n
(

1 + c
KA

)n
+ e−β∆εAI

(
1 + c

KI

)n + log
R

NNS
− ∆εRA

kBT


 . (9)

The first term in parenthesis denotes the contribution from the inducer concentration, the second the237

effect of the repressor copy number, and the last the repressor-operator binding energy. Any combination238

of these parameters that yield the same free energy will, according to the theory described here, have239

the same fold-change, and therefore the same mean cellular response. Note that elsewhere, this free240

energy has been dubbed the Bohr parameter since such families of curves are analogous to the shifts in241

hemoglobin binding curves at different pHs known as the Bohr effect [12,21,22].242

Fig. 6A demonstrates how the same mean physiological responses can arise from different parameter243

values. For example, suppose a system originally has a fold-change of 0.2 and operator mutations increase244

the ∆εRA binding energy. While this serves to initially increase both the free energy and the fold-change,245

a corresponding increase in the repressor copy number could bring the cell back to the original fold-change246

level. As the natural variable for induction, the free energy quantifies these trade-offs between the247

biological tuning parameters of the system. The 216 fold-change measurements from the eighteen strains248

collapse onto a single master curve as a function of the free energy as shown in Fig. 6B. The agreement249

across this diverse set of genetic constructs demonstrates how the free energy captures the underlying250

mechanism governing induction of the simple repression motif.251
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Figure 6. Fold-change data from a broad collection of different strains collapse onto a
single master curve. (A) Any combination of parameters can be mapped to a single physiological
response (i.e. fold-change) via the free energy, which encompasses the parametric details of the model.
(B) Experimental data from Fig. 5 collapse onto a single master curve as a function of the free energy
Eq. (9). All data points represent the mean and error bars are the standard error of the mean with eight
or more replicates each.
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Discussion252

Since the early work by Monod, Wyman, and Changeux [3], a broad list of different biological phenomena253

have been tied to the existence of macromolecules that switch between inactive and active states. Examples254

can be found in a wide variety of cellular processes and include ligand-gated ion channels [23], enzymatic255

reactions [22,24], chemotaxis [20], G-protein coupled receptors [25], transport proteins [15,26,27], and256

beyond. One of the most ubiquitous examples of allostery is in the context of gene expression, where an257

array of molecular players bind to transcription factors to either aid or deter their ability to regulate258

gene activity.259

Others have developed quantitative models describing different aspects of allosteric regulatory systems.260

Martins and Swain analytically derived fundamental properties of the MWC model, including the leakiness261

and dynamic range described in this work, noting the inherent trade-offs in these properties when tuning262

the microscopic parameters of the model [14]. Recently, Daber et al. investigated how mutations alter the263

induction profiles of transcription factors [1]. Vilar and Saiz considered the broad range of interactions264

in inducible lac-based systems including the effects of oligomerization and DNA folding on transcription265

factor induction [29].266

In this paper, we have built upon this previous work to show how the MWC model provides a267

clear statistical mechanical description of allosteric induction of transcriptional repressors. The MWC268

framework predicts gene expression as a function of inducer concentration which implicitly includes269

predictions about the leakiness, dynamic range, and both the concentration and slope at half-maximal270

induction (see Appendix G).271

We tested our model in the context of a lac-based simple repression system. We first determined the272

allosteric dissociation constants KA and KI from a single data set (O2 operator with binding energy273

∆εRA = -13.9 kBT , and repressor copy number R = 260) and used these values to make parameter-free274

predictions of the induction profiles for seventeen other strains which we then measured using flow275

cytometry (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). These predictions consistently and accurately capture the primary276

features for each induction data set, most notably the leakiness and dynamic range of the response. For277

example, each of the data sets for O1, which has a strong binding energy, is very tightly repressed at low278

IPTG concentrations, but the fold-change values at saturation vary significantly with R. This trend is279

reversed in data sets for O3, which has a weak binding energy. Regardless of R, constructs using O3280

approach fold-change values of 1 at high IPTG concentrations. O2, with its intermediate binding energy,281

shows neither strong repression nor full induction, but O2 constructs consistently have a large dynamic282

range. For both the O1 and O2 data sets, our model also accurately predicts the slopes of the curves283

at half-maximum, though the slope predictions for O3 are somewhat less accurate. This may be due284

to inaccuracies in previous determinations of the binding energies and repressor copy numbers, and in285

Appendix E we perform a global fit for the data together with the repressor copy numbers and DNA286

binding energies yielding better O3 agreement, in support of that hypothesis.287

One of the demanding criteria of our approach is that a single small set of parameters must self288

consistently describe data from a very broad collection of regulatory situations and experimental methods.289

Specifically, we require self-consistency between a very diverse collection of data sets taken using distinct290

methods such as LacZ assays and bulk and single-cell fluorescence experiments to measure fold-change291

(see Appendices B and F), as well as quantitative Western blots [8] and binomial partitioning methods to292

count repressors [7, 30]. Furthermore, we demand that these same parameters account for architectures293

that are integrated into the chromosome, plasmid-borne, and even for cases where there are competing294

binding sites to take repressors out of circulation [7,8] or where there are multiple operators to allow DNA295

looping [31]. Finally, these parameters are expected to hold for the entire range of inducer conditions296

described here. We are unaware of any comparable study that demands one predictive framework cover297

such a broad array of regulatory situations.298

Despite the diversity observed in the induction profiles of each of our strains, our data are unified by299

their reliance on fundamental biophysical parameters. In particular, we have shown that our model for300

fold-change can be rewritten in terms of the free energy difference, which encompasses all of the physical301

parameters of the system. When our fold-change data are plotted against the respective free energies for302

each construct, they collapse cleanly onto a single curve (see Fig. 6). This enables us to analyze how303
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parameters can compensate each other; for example, given that typical repressor copy numbers found304

in bacteria range between 1 and 1000 [32], changing the repressor copy number from one extreme to305

the other could offset a repressor-operator binding energy difference ∆εRA of as much as 7 kBT and306

still yield the same level of fold-change, suggesting potential different evolutionary paths to the same307

quantitative response.308

While our experiments validated the theoretical predictions in the case of simple repression, we expect309

the framework presented here to apply much more generally to different biological instances of allosteric310

regulation. For example, we can use this model to explore different regulatory configurations such as311

corepression, activation, and coactivation, each of which are found in E. coli, and in Appendix J we state312

the fold-change equations for each of these cases. Additionally, by characterizing not just the mean but313

the full gene expression distribution, we can quantify the impact of noise on this system [33]. Another314

extension of this approach would be to theoretically predict and experimentally verify whether the315

repressor-inducer dissociation constants KA and KI or the energy difference ∆εAI between the allosteric316

states can be tuned by making single amino acid substitutions in the transcription factor [1, 12]. Finally,317

we expect that the kind of rigorous quantitative description of the allosteric phenomenon provided here318

will make it possible to construct biophysical models of fitness for allosteric proteins similar to those319

already invoked to explore the fitness effects of transcription factor binding site strengths and protein320

stability [34–36].321
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Methods322

Bacterial Strains and DNA Constructs323

All strains used in these experiments were derived from E. coli K12 MG1655 with the lac operon removed,324

adapted from those created and described in [6, 8]. Briefly, the operator variants and YFP reporter gene325

were cloned into a pZS25 background which contains a lacUV5 promoter that drives expression as is326

shown in Fig. 1. These constructs carried a kanamycin resistance gene and were integrated into the galK327

locus of the chromosome using λ Red recombineering [17]. The lacI gene was constitutively expressed via328

a PLtetO-1 promoter [18], with ribosomal binding site mutations made to vary the LacI copy number as329

described in [40] using site-directed mutagenesis (Quickchange II; Stratagene), with further details in [8].330

These lacI constructs carried a chloramphenicol resistance gene and were integrated into the ybcN locus331

of the chromosome. Final strain construction was achieved by performing repeated P1 transduction [41]332

of the different operator and lacI constructs to generate each combination used in this work. Integration333

was confirmed by PCR amplification of the replaced chromosomal region and by sequencing. Primers334

and final strain genotypes are listed in Appendix K.335

It is important to note that the rest of the lac operon (lacZYA) was never expressed. The LacY336

protein is a transmembrane protein which actively transports lactose as well as IPTG into the cell.337

As LacY was never produced in our strains, we assume that the extracellular and intracellular IPTG338

concentration was approximately equal due to diffusion across the membrane into the cell as is suggested339

by previous work [42].340

To make this theory applicable to transcription factors with any number of DNA binding domains,341

we used a different definition for repressor copy number than has been used previously. We define the342

LacI copy number as the average number of repressor dimers per cell whereas in [8], the copy number is343

defined as the average number of repressor tetramers in each cell. To motivate this decision, we consider344

the fact that the LacI repressor molecule exists as a tetramer in E. coli [43] in which a single DNA345

binding domain is formed from dimerization of LacI proteins, so that wild-type LacI might be described346

as dimer of dimers. We have assumed that each DNA binding domain of the LacI repressor complex is347

allosterically independent (see Appendix A). This means that a single LacI tetramer can be treated as348

two functional repressors. Therefore, we have simply multiplied the number of repressors reported in [8]349

by a factor of two. This factor is included as a keyword argument in the numerous Python functions350

used to perform this analysis, as discussed in the code documentation.351

A subset of strains in these experiments were measured using fluorescence microscopy for validation352

of the flow cytometry data and results. To aid in the high-fidelity segmentation of individual cells, the353

strains were modified to constitutively express an mCherry fluorophore. This reporter was cloned into a354

pZS4*1 backbone [18] in which mCherry is driven by the lacUV5 promoter. All microscopy and flow355

cytometry experiments were performed using these strains.356

Growth Conditions for Flow Cytometry Measurements357

All measurements were performed with E. coli cells grown to mid-exponential phase in standard M9358

minimal media (M9 5X Salts, Sigma-Aldrich M6030; 2 mM magnesium sulfate, Mallinckrodt Chemicals359

6066-04; 100 µM calcium chloride, Fisher Chemicals C79-500) supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) glucose.360

Briefly, 500 µL cultures of E. coli were inoculated into Lysogeny Broth (LB Miller Powder, BD Medical)361

from a 50% glycerol frozen stock (-80◦C) and were grown overnight in a 2 mL 96-deep-well plate sealed362

with a breathable nylon cover (Lab Pak - Nitex Nylon, Sefar America Inc. Cat. No. 241205) with rapid363

agitation for proper aeration. After approximately 12 to 15 hours, the cultures had reached saturation364

and were diluted 1000-fold into a second 2mL 96-deep-well plate where each well contained 500µL of M9365

minimal media supplemented with 0.5% w/v glucose (anhydrous D-Glucose, Macron Chemicals) and366

the appropriate concentration of IPTG (Isopropyl β-D-1 thiogalactopyranoside Dioxane Free, Research367

Products International). These were sealed with a breathable cover and were allowed to grow for368

approximately eight hours. Cells were then diluted ten-fold into a round-bottom 96-well plate (Corning369

Cat. No. 3365) containing 90µL of M9 minimal media supplemented with 0.5% w/v glucose along with370
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the corresponding IPTG concentrations. For each IPTG concentration, a stock of 100-fold concentrated371

IPTG in double distilled water was prepared and partitioned into 100µL aliquots. The same parent372

stock was used for all experiments described in this work.373

Flow Cytometry374

Unless explicitly mentioned, all fold-change measurements were collected on a Miltenyi Biotec MACSquant375

Analyzer 10 Flow Cytometer graciously provided by the Pamela Björkman lab at Caltech. Detailed376

information regarding the voltage settings of the photo-multiplier detectors can be found in Appendix377

Table S1. Prior to each days experiments, the analyzer was calibrated using MACSQuant Calibration378

Beads (Cat. No. 130-093-607) such that day-to-day experiments would be comparable. All YFP379

fluorescence measurements were collected via 488 nm laser excitation coupled with a 525/50 nm emission380

filter. Unless otherwise specified, all measurements were taken over the course of two to three hours381

using automated sampling from a 96-well plate kept at approximately 4◦ - 10◦C on a MACS Chill 96382

Rack (Cat. No. 130-094-459). Cells were diluted to a final concentration of approximately 4× 104 cells383

per µL which corresponded to a flow rate of 2,000 - 6,000 measurements per second. Once completed,384

the data were extracted and immediately processed using the following methods.385

Unsupervised Gating of Flow Cytometry Data386

Flow cytometry data will frequently include a number of spurious events or other undesirable data387

points such as cell doublets and debris. The process of restricting the collected data set to those data388

determined to be “real” is commonly referred to as gating. These gates are typically drawn manually [44]389

and restrict the data set to those points which display a high degree of linear correlation between their390

forward-scatter (FSC) and side-scatter (SSC). The development of unbiased and unsupervised methods391

of drawing these gates is an active area of research [45, 46]. For our purposes, we assume that the392

fluorescence level of the population should be normally distributed about some mean value. With this393

assumption in place, we developed a method that allows us to restrict the data used to compute the394

mean fluorescence intensity of the population to the smallest two-dimensional region of the log(FSC) vs.395

log(SSC) space in which 40% of the data is found. This was performed by fitting a bivariate Gaussian396

distribution and restricting the data used for calculation to those that reside within the 40th percentile.397

This procedure is described in more detail in the supplementary information as well as in a Jupyter398

notebook located in this paper’s Github repository.399

Experimental Determination of Fold-Change400

For each strain and IPTG concentration, the fold-change in gene expression was calculated by taking401

the ratio of the population mean YFP expression in the presence of LacI repressor to that of the402

population mean in the absence of LacI repressor. However, the measured fluorescence intensity of each403

cell also includes the autofluorescence contributed by the weak excitation of the myriad protein and404

small molecules within the cell. To correct for this background, we computed the fold change as405

fold-change =
〈IR>0〉 − 〈Iauto〉
〈IR=0〉 − 〈Iauto〉

, (10)

where 〈IR>0〉 is the average cell YFP intensity in the presence of repressor, 〈IR=0〉 is the average cell406

YFP intensity in the absence of repressor, and 〈Iauto〉 is the average cell autofluorescence intensity, as407

measured from cells that lack the lac-YFP construct.408

Bayesian Parameter Estimation409

In this work, we determine the the most-likely parameter values for the inducer dissociation constants410

KA and KI of the active and inactive state, respectively, using Bayesian methods. We compute the411
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probability distribution of the value of each parameter given the data D, which by Bayes’ theorem is412

given by413

P (KA,KI | D) =
P (D | KA,KI)P (KA,KI)

P (D)
, (11)

where D is all the data composed of independent variables (repressor copy number R, repressor-DNA414

binding energy ∆εRA, and inducer concentration c) and one dependent variable (experimental fold-415

change). P (D | KA,KI) is the likelihood of having observed the data given the parameter values for416

the dissociation constants, P (KA,KI) contains all the prior information on these parameters, and P (D)417

serves as a normalization constant, which we can ignore in our parameter estimation. Eq. (5) assumes a418

deterministic relationship between the parameters and the data, so in order to construct a probabilistic419

relationship as required by Eq. (11), we assume that the experimental fold-change for the ith datum420

given the parameters is of the form421

fold-change(i)
exp =


1 +

(
1 + c(i)

KA

)2

(
1 + c(i)

KA

)2

+ e−β∆εAI

(
1 + c(i)

KI

)2

R(i)

NNS
e−β∆ε

(i)
RA




−1

+ ε(i), (12)

where ε(i) represents the departure from the deterministic theoretical prediction for the ith data point. If422

we assume that these ε(i) errors are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation σ, the423

likelihood of the data given the parameters is of the form424

P (D|KA,KI , σ) =
1

(2πσ2)
n
2

n∏

i=1

exp

[
−

(fold-change(i)
exp− fold-change(KA,KI , R

(i),∆ε
(i)
RA, c

(i)))2

2σ2

]
,

(13)

where fold-change(i)
exp is the experimental fold-change and fold-change( · · · ) is the theoretical prediction.425

The product
∏n
i=1 captures the assumption that the n data points are independent. Note that the426

likelihood and prior terms now includes the extra unknown parameter σ. In applying Eq. (13), a choice of427

KA and KI that provides better agreement between theoretical fold-change predictions and experimental428

measurements will result in a more probable likelihood.429

Both mathematically and numerically, it is convenient to define k̃A = − log KA

1 M and k̃I = − log KI

1 M430

and fit for these parameters on a log scale. Dissociation constants are scale invariant, so that a change431

from 10µM to 1µM leads to an equivalent increase in affinity as a change from 1µM to 0.1µM. With432

these definitions we assume for the prior P (k̃A, k̃I , σ) that all three parameters are independent. In433

addition, we assume a uniform distribution for k̃A and k̃I and a Jeffreys prior [13] for the scale parameter434

σ. This yields the complete prior435

P (k̃A, k̃I , σ) ≡ 1

(k̃max
A − k̃min

A )

1

(k̃max
I − k̃min

I )

1

σ
. (14)

These priors are maximally uninformative meaning that they imply no prior knowledge of the parameter436

values. We defined the k̃A and k̃A ranges uniform on the range of −7 to 7, although we note that this437

particular choice does not affect the outcome provided the chosen range is sufficiently wide.438

Putting all these terms together we can now sample from P (k̃A, k̃I , σ | D) using Markov chain Monte439

Carlo (see GitHub repository) to compute the most likely parameter as well as the error bars (given by440

the 95% credible region) for KA and KI .441

Data Curation442

All of the data used in this work as well as all relevant code can be found at this dedicated website. Data443

was collected, stored, and preserved using the Git version control software in combination with off-site444

storage and hosting website GitHub. Code used to generate all figures and complete all processing step445

as and analyses are available on the GitHub repository. Many analysis files are stored as instructive446

Jupyter Notebooks. The scientific community is invited to fork our repositories and open constructive447

issues on the GitHub repository.448
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